MANTA / MIRA SERIES

MANTA 34

MANTA 24

MIRA 32

MIRA 22

Welcome to Osprey. We pride ourselves on creating the most functional,
durable and innovative carrying products for your adventures. Please
refer to this owner’s manual for information on product features, use,
maintenance, customer service and warranty.
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OVERVIEW
SHARED FEATURES
1

Dual upper and lower compression straps

2

Stow-on-the-Go trekking pole attachment

3

Heat-embossed scratch-free zippered slash pocket

4

Front panel stretch mesh pocket

5

Dual access side stretch mesh pockets

6

Dual-zippered hipbelt pockets

7

Adjustable sternum strap with magnetic closure and bite valve attachment

8

Ice tool loops with bungee tie-offs

+

Dedicated hydration compartment with included Hydraulics® LT 2.5L reservoir

+

Integrated raincover
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FABRIC
MAIN

210D x 630D Nylon Dobby

ACCENT

100D Nylon Mini Honeycomb

BOTTOM 500D Nylon Packcloth

MANTA 34
SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds*
Kilograms*
Inches
Centimeters
LOAD RANGE

ONE SIZE
2075
34
3.09
1.4
22h x 14w x 14d
56h x 35w x 17d
10-30 lbs
5-13 kg

MIRA 32
SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds*
Kilograms*
Inches
Centimeters
LOAD RANGE

ONE SIZE
1953
32
2.97
1.35
21h x 14w x 13d
52h x 36w x 34d
10-30 lbs
5-13 kg

UNIQUE FEATURES
+

Large panel access front pocket with internal organization

MANTA 24
SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds*
Kilograms*
Inches
Centimeters
LOAD RANGE

ONE SIZE
1465
24
2.89
1.31
22h x 14w x 12d
56h x 36w x 30d
10-30 lbs
5-13 kg

MIRA 22
SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds*
Kilograms*
Inches
Centimeters
LOAD RANGE

ONE SIZE
1343
22
2.77
1.26
21h x 14w x 12d
52h x 36w x 30d
10-30 lbs
5-13 kg

UNIQUE FEATURES
+

Low-profile, side-zip front pocket with inner mesh pocket and key clip

* Pack weight does not include reservoir
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CARRY
1

AIRSPEED SUSPENSION
+ 4.0 mm LightWire peripheral frame uses newly designed AirSpeed
suspension geometry to create deeper curve, drawing the lumbar
in to deliver outstanding fit and stability

2

AIRSPEED BACKPANEL
+ 3D-tensioned open mesh backpanel with side ventilation evenly
spreads loads across the entire backpanel for improved load
transfer and superb ventilation

3

4

3
HARNESS

3
STERNUM STRAP

ADJUSTABLE HARNESS

1

+ New adjustable harness yoke design tracks securely on the
AirSpeed frame and buttons into web ladder to allow over 4” of
adjustability and ensure excellent fit

FRAME

+ Adjustable sternum strap with magnetic bite valve attachment

BACKPANEL

HIPBELT
+ Ventilated mesh over die-cut foam integrates perfectly with the
broad, contoured lower backpanel mesh to provide secure fit and
effective load transfer

2

4
HIPBELT

SIZING / FIT
WOMEN'S-SPECIFIC FIT
MANTA - MEN'S

MIRA - WOMEN'S

+

Shorter torso length

TORSO

TORSO

+

Narrower, shorter harness with curves designed to accommodate most
women's necks, shoulders and chests

+

A hipbelt designed to wraps naturally around the curve of a woman's
hips, offering better load stabilization and support

O/S 17-22¨ / 43-56 cm

MANTA/MIRA SERIES

O/S 14-18¨ / 35.5-46 cm
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SIZING / FIT

BACKPANEL

HARNESS

STERNUM STRAP

The backpanel and harness straps should wrap fully
around your shoulders with no gaps between the
pack and your back.

The padded part of the harness straps should end
1"/2.5 cm- 2"/5 cm below the armpits

The sternum strap adjusted to approximately
2"/5 cm below the collarbone.

ADJUSTABLE HARNESS
M - 34L / 24L W - 32L / 22L
1. Locate the two circular harness buttons located behind the suspended
mesh backpanel.
2. Disengage the buttons from their slots. Slide the harness up/down the
frame of the pack to the desired position.
3. Insert the harness adjustment buttons into aligning slots.
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FEATURES

RESERVOIR SLEEVE
M - 34L / 24L W - 32L / 22L
The dedicated sleeve provides easy loading/unloading of the included Hydraulics®
2.5L LT reservoir.
+ An internal hanging loop with buckle ensures proper vertical orientation
and stability
+ The backpanel hydration exit port is centered allowing routing to the right or
left side of the harness
+ Elasticized routing straps on right or left side of the pack’s harness hold the
reservoir hose in place
+ Compatible with any reservoir up to 3L
RESERVOIR BITE VALVE MAGNET
The sternum strap magnet allows for quick access to the reservoir bite valve.
For more information on Osprey's full line of reservoirs and reservoir care,
visit osprey.com.

STOW-ON-THE-GO TREKKING POLE ATTACHMENT
M - 34L / 24L W - 32L / 22L
Osprey's Stow-on the-Go trekking pole attachment is designed to quickly stash
and carry trekking poles without taking oﬀ the pack.
1 Adjust the trekking poles to their minimum length. (optional)
2 Locate the elasticized loop on the lower left side of pack. While pulling the loop
out from the pack, insert the basket end of the trekking poles into the loop.
3 On the left harness strap, locate the trekking pole icon. Pull up on the cord to
open, place pole handles in the loop and tighten with the cord lock to secure.
4 Reverse these steps to remove.

RAINCOVER
M - 34L / 24L W - 32L / 22L
1 Locate raincover icon near the base of pack.
2

Remove raincover from compartment and slip it over the top and
bottom of the pack.

3

Tighten the cord lock at the bottom of raincover to tension raincover
into place.

4

To detach raincover, unfasten toggle from cord loop.
Tip: To prevent mildew, allow raincover to dry entirely before storing.
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FEATURES
ZIPPERED HIPBELT POCKETS
M - 34L / 24L W - 32L / 22L

FRONT PANEL STRETCH MESH POCKET
M - 34L / 24L W - 32L / 22L

ICE AXE LOOP
M - 34L / 24L

W - 32L / 22L

1 Slide the ice ax shaft through the top of the ice tool loop and ﬂip the shaft up
toward the top of the pack.

DUAL-ACCESS SIDE STRETCH
MESH POCKETS
M - 34L / 24L W - 32L / 22L

2 Loosen the bungee cord lock and route the tool handle through the bungee.
Tighten the cord lock nesting it into the Y-clip to secure the tool into place.
3 Reverse above steps to remove.

DUAL COMPRESSION STRAPS
M - 34L / 24L W - 32L / 22L
Quick-release upper or lower compression
straps provide added stability when
the pack is not full or oﬀ er additional
attachment points for carrying gear on the
outside of the pack.

FRONT POCKET WITH KEY CLIP
M - 34L / 24L W - 32L / 22L

SCRATCH-FREE SLASH POCKET
M - 34L / 24L W - 32L / 22L
Scratch-free, heat-embossed
zippered slash pocket for
sunglasses or electronics.
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